
Lost………………and found

That greatest of Victorian engineers, Isambard Kingdom Brunel thought on a grand scale.
(Think Clifton Suspension Bridge, Tamar Bridge, SS Great Britain, Great Eastern…)
When it came to planning his Great Western Railway from London to Bristol,
Stephenson’s Standard gauge (4’8.5” between the rails) was never going to be good enough.
His railway would be better than all others, with 7’ between the rails.
And so it was, mostly complete by 1850 the GWR was the smoothest and fastest of all.

Sadly, with the rest of the country using Stephenson’s standard gauge the problems of
transhipping passengers and freight from trains of one gauge to another at places like Bristol
and Gloucester outweighed the speed and ride advantages.
The government finally lost patience and insisted the GWR conform. The GWR was converted
 to standard gauge in 1892 and all the magnificent broad gauge locos were scrapped.

Every last one………except…

Parts of the GWR, and their docks were built by contractors who had their own engines. 
One of these contractors, J&C Rigby, was later involved in building a huge breakwater in the Azores. 
The 7’ gauge was used for the branch from quarry to breakwater site and  7’ gauge locos were shipped 
from England.  These locos worked out their lives on this island in the middle of the Atlantic, forgotten 
by the world until the late 20th century. 
Now out of use two of them slumber in their old workshop close to the breakwater they built.
The only remaining 7’ broad gauge locos in the world.

Unable to resist the pull of this unique pair I set off for the Azores in October 2018.

Speaking no Portugese, and having only a vague idea of where the locos were, I set off into the docks.
First call was a police station where I enquired (by drawing a steam engine and pointing questioningly
around) The helpful officer didn’t know, but pointed me in the direction of the port authority offices.
Here, following a similar mute enquiry a very understanding lady officer from the docks authority got 
authorisation from her superior then fitted me out with safety helmet and high viz jacket. 
She led me into the secure docks authority compound then to a stone built workshop with large
locked metal doors. These she opened and inside lay my quarry.
The only surviving 7’ gauge locos in the world.

(unless you know differently?)

(Note that ‘broad gauge locos’ in museums such as Swindon and Didcot are in fact modern replicas)  
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